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Securing The Network With Cisco Router
Proper configuration of routers is important as this will help to resist attacks and ensures the integrity and
confidentiality of network traffic. This paper expands on the work of Mark Degner [Ref.1] on securing Cisco
routers. In it [Ref.1], Deger discussed about securing Cisco routers from malicious attack through limiting
access, securing the remote administration of routers using secure shell and the shutting down of unneeded
services provided by the routers. He also went on to cover SYN/smurf attacks protection, p...
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Introduction
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In a computer network, routers are responsible for controlling much of the flow of data.
Hence, proper configuration of routers is important as this will help to resist attacks and
ensures the integrity and confidentiality of network traffic.
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This paper expands on the work of Mark Degner [Ref.1] on securing Cisco routers. In it
[Ref.1], Deger discussed about securing Cisco routers from malicious attack through
limiting
access, =securing
the remote
administration
of routers
usingA169
secure
shell and the
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shutting down of unneeded services provided by the routers. He also went on to cover
SYN/smurf attacks protection, performing ingress/egress filtering and logging. This
paper expands upon that by discussing additional steps and security features available on
a Cisco router for enhancing the security of anetwork. First, we will cover the securing of
routing updates through neighbor router authentication [Ref.2] and route filtering. Next,
we will discuss the topic of using IPSec to secure remote administration of Cisco routers.
Following that, we will have an overview of reflexive access list and content-based
application control. Then, we will touch on combating code red with network-based
application recognition. We will end with a short discussion on performing integrity
checking on routers. For each of the above discussions, a sample IOS configuration will
be shown.
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The role of routers in a network is to direct packets to the appropriate destination
network. In order to do that, routers have a routing table that contains all routes to all
known network. Routers learn about these routes in 2 ways: statically or dynamically.
Administrators add static routes into the routing table while dynamic routes are learned
from other routers. While static routes are more secure, it is not feasible as it does not
scale. Thus, dynamic routing updates are commonly used in large enterprise networks.
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However, using dynamics routing updates come with its security concern. An attacker
could send fraudulent routing updates to the routers and in doing so cause a denial of
service attack or redirect network traffic for some malicious purpose. To protect the
integrity of the routing domain, routers must have some means of identifying that the
routing update came from a trusted source. This is achieved through neighbor router
authentication [Ref.2]. Please note that neighbor router authentication is not supported in
RIP version 1.
In
router
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the router
each routing
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update packet that it receives using a secret key. All routers in the same domain share the
same secret key. The sending router sends the routing updates along with the secret key.
The receiving router then compares the secret key it receives with its own secret key. If
they match, the receiving router will trust the update and add it to its routing table.
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There are 2 types of neighbor authentication: plain text authentication and Message
Digest Algorithm Version 5 (MD5) authentication. In plain text authentication, the shared
secret key is sent along with the routing update in clear text. This method does not
provide much security as an attacker could easily obtain the secret key using a packet
sniffer. For this reason, plain text authentication should not be used.
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In MD5 authentication, the router uses the MD5 algorithm to produce a hash of the secret
key. The hash is then send instead of the secret key along with the routing update. This
way, even if the attacker manages to sniff the routing update, he/she will be unable to
obtain the secret key.
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The Cisco IOS® configuration for MD5 authentication for OSPF [Ref.3] is illustrated in
Keyfollowing
the
fingerprint
example.
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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RouterA# config t
RouterA(config)# router ospf 0
RouterA(config-router)# network 192.168.123.0 0.0.0.255 area 0
RouterA(config-router)# area 0 authentication message-digest
RouterA(config-router)# exit
RouterA(config)# int e0
RouterA(config-if)# ip ospf message-digest-key 1 md5 shared-secret-key
RouterA(config-if)# end
RouterA#
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RouterB# config t
RouterB(config)# router ospf 0
RouterB(config-router)# network 192.168.123.0 0.0.0.255 area 0
RouterB(config-router)# area 0 authentication message-digest
RouterB(config-router)# exit
RouterB(config)# int e1
Key fingerprint = AF19
RouterB(config-if)#
ip ospf
FA27
message-digest-key
2F94 998D FDB51DE3D
md5 shared-secret-key
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
RouterB(config-if)# end
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Route Filtering
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Even though enabling neighbor router authentication ensures that the routing updates
originated from a trusted source. We could secure the network further using route
filtering [Ref.4]. This is in accordance with the defense in depth principle. In route
filtering, distribute lists are used to filter/suppress advertisements of routing updates. In
our example network below, RIP is used to communicate with a stub network, RouterC
should not accept any routes from RouterD other than routes that belong to the address
space assigned to the stub network.
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Address:192.168.123.X
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RouterC# config t
RouterC(config)# access-list 1 permit 192.168.123.0 0.0.0.255
RouterC(config)# router rip
RouterC(config-router)# distribute-list 1 in

te
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Securing remote administration using IPSec
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The danger of network sniffers, couple with the fact that telnet transfers password in clear
text give good reason that telnet should not be used to perform remote administration of
routers. In [Ref.1], Deger discussed how secure shell could be used instead to encrypt the
communication. However, Cisco IOS® only supports secure shell version 1, which is
susceptible to multiple vulnerabilities [Ref.5]. These vulnerabilities appear in all Cisco
IOS® 12.0 and later releases that include support for SSH. If a network administrator is
using secure shell for remote administration, he/she should ensure that the router is
running IOS containing the fixes. Also secure shell version 1 may be subjected to manin-the-middle attack [Ref.6]. Another issue with secure shell is that the inherent design
of secure shell means it is open to attacks [Ref.7] at TCP layer.
IPSec is a framework of open standards developed by the Internet Engineering Task
Force. It provides confidentiality, integrity and authentication for the transfer of
information over a network. IPSec is available in Cisco IOS ® Release 11.3(3)T and later.
Unlike
secure shell,
IPSec
offers
at network
layer.
A discussion
Key fingerprint
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FA27
2F94encryption
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46of IPSec is
not within the scope of this paper. For more information on IPSec, please refer to Cisco’s
white paper [Ref.8]. IPSec is generally used in establishing virtual private networks.
However, IPSec can also be used for the remote administration of Cisco routers. Another
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advantage of IPSec is that it provides an added layer of security for other remote
administrations tools like SNMP.
The following example shows the configurations needed for using IPSec for remote
administration:
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192.168.123.101
E0

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Remote Administration
Host
In the above example, interface E0 is assigned an ip address of 192.168.123.100 and the
remote administration has an ip address of 192.168.123.101.
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We begin by limiting the hosts that can be used to perform remote administration of the
router. This is achieved with the help of access list.
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RouterC# config t
RouterC(config)# access-list 99 permit 192.168.123.101
RouterC(config)# line vty 0 4
RouterC(config-line)# access-class 99 in
RouterC(config-line)# exit

tu

Next, we setup the ISAKMP policy [Ref .9].
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RouterC(config)# crypto isakmp policy 1
RouterC(config-isakmp)# authentication pre-share
RouterC(config-isakmp)# hash sha
RouterC(config-isakmp)# encryption 3des
RouterC(config-isakmp)# group 2
RouterC(config-isakmp)# exit
RouterC(config)#
The above configurations setup an ISAKMP policy that uses pre-shared keys with
hashing algorithm, SHA and 3DES encryption. DES should not be used because it uses a
weak 64 bits block cipher which given today’s computer processing power, a brute force
attack can be successfully carry out in a matter of days. The group 2 statement specifies
the
of Diffie-Hellman
group.
2 is more
secure
it uses
1024
bits but it is
Keytype
fingerprint
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computational more expensive. The priority number of 1 identifies the IKE policy.
Then we specify the pre-shared key and the ip address of the remote administration host.
Make sure to use a hard to guess key.
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RouterC(config)# crypto isakmp key hard-to-guess-password address 192.168.123.101
After which we specify the transform-set used for protecting the network traffic [Ref.10].
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RouterC(config)# crypto ipsec transform-set routerc esp-3des esp-sha-hmac
RouterC(cfg-crypto-trans)# mode tunnel
RouterC(cfg-crypto-trans)# exit
RouterC(config)#
In the above, we specify a transform-set routerc to operate in tunnel mode as it is more
secure. Also ESP header is used as it provides confidentiality, integrity and
Key fingerprint The
authentication.
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encryption
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F8B5 06E4 method,
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SHA.
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Following that, we specify an extended access control list that identifies the traffic type
that will be protected using IPSec.
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RouterC(config)# access-list 101 permit ip host 192.168.123.100 host 192.168.123.101
log
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Next, we establish a crypto map [Ref.10]. An IPSec crypto map routercmap is created
using extended access-list 101 to determine if the traffic needs to be protected. The peer
statement specifies the remote IPSec peer to which IPSec protected traffic should be
forwarded. The transform-set routerc is applied to the crypto map.
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RouterC(config)# crypto map routercmap 10 ipsec-isakmp
RouterC(config-crypto-map)# set peer 192.168.123.101
RouterC(config-crypto-map)# set transform-set routerc
RouterC(config-crypto-map)# match address 101
RouterC(config-crypto-map)# exit
RouterC(config)#

NS

Finally, the crypto map is applied on to the interface.

SA

RouterC(config)# int e0
RouterC(config)# crypto map routercmap
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Once the router has been configured, the next step is to configure the host for IPSec.
Configuration of the host is not within the scope of this paper. For information on
configuring IPSec for Windows 2000, please refer to [Ref.11,12].
One thing to note when using IPSec is that it uses IP protocol 50 for ESP and 51 for AH.
Key fingerprint
Also
protocol 17,
= AF19
UDPFA27
port 2F94
500 998D
is used
FDB5
to pass
DE3D
IKE
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traffic.
06E4Ensure
A169 4E46
these ports are
permitted appropriately by the access lists applied to the router.
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Reflexive access list
With static standard or extended access lists, session filtering can be performed using the
established keyword with the permit command. This is shown in the example below.
Router(config)# access-list 155 permit tcp any any established
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The established keyword only filters TCP traffic by checking whether the ACK or RST
bits are set. However, this method is not secure and a white paper was written regarding
circumventing Cisco access lists which rely on only permitting established TCP sessions
by establishing communications between a client and server without using the SYN bit
[Ref. 13].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Cisco reflexive access lists available from IOS revisions 11.3 onwards offer a higher
level of security. An explanation of reflexive access list:
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“Reflexive access lists allow the packet filter to "remember" what it has seen, and then
allow only the corresponding response packets back in through the filtering mechanism.
To be counted as a response, the incoming packet must be from the host and port to
which the outbound packet was sent, and must be directed to the host and port that sent
the outbound packet. The router essentially modifies the filtering rules on the fly to
accommodate these returning packets.” [Ref.14]
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Reflexive access lists not only check the ACK or RST bits but both the address and port
of the source and destination. Another advantage of reflexive access lists is that it
supports other upper layer protocols UDP, ICMP etc. Reflexive access lists should be
configured on border routers and can only be defined using named extended access list.
Two keywords are used when defining a reflexive access lists: reflect and evaluate. The
reflect keyword is used to update a dynamic access list with the mirror image of the
packet matching the ACL entry. Returning traffic is later checked against this dynamic
ACL using the evaluate keyword.

Reflexive access lists can be applied on either internal or external interface depending on
the topology [Ref.15]. In the topology below, the reflexive access list is applied to the
external interface S0.
Border =router
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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First we define an outbound IP extended named access list.
RouterD(config)# ip access-list extended outgoing
RouterD(config-ext-nacl)# permit tcp any any reflect trafficlist

ins

Next, we define an inbound IP extended named access list.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
RouterD(config)# ip access-list extended incoming
RouterD(config-ext-nacl)# evaluate trafficlist
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RouterD(config)# int s0
RouterD(config-if)# ip access-group outgoing out
RouterD(config-if)# ip access-group incoming in
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Finally, we apply the access-lists to the external interface.
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In the above configuration, if a host at 192.168.123.155 sends a tcp packet from source
port 1698 to a web server at 172.16.100.10. The following dynamic entry will be added
to incoming access list:
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Permit tcp host 172.16.100.10 eq 80 host 192.168.123.155 eq 1698
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There dynamic entries will be removed from the reflexive access list under 2
circumstances. The first is when the TCP session ends via a FIN or RST bit. The second
is when there is a lack of traffic and a timeout occurs. The timeout can be adjusted using:

RouterD(config)# ip reflexive-list timeout seconds
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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In the next topology, the reflexive access list is applied on the internal interface E0 to
allow the external network access to the DMZ.

DMZ
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E0
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First we define an outbound IP extended named access list.
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RouterD(config)# ip access-list extended outgoing
RouterD(config-ext-nacl)# evaluate trafficlist
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Next, we define an inbound IP extended named access list.
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RouterD(config)# ip access-list extended incoming
RouterD(config-ext-nacl)# permit tcp any any reflect trafficlist
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Finally, we apply the access-lists to the internal interface.
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RouterD(config)# int e0
RouterD(config-if)# ip access-group outgoing out
RouterD(config-if)# ip access-group incoming in
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For the internal interface, the configurations are similar to the previous example except
the incoming and outgoing access list are swapped.
Content-based access control
An improvement over reflexive access list is to use Content-based access control (CBAC)
of the Cisco IOS® security feature. CBAC is a cheap and effective way of turning an
existing Cisco router into a stateful firewall. CBAC is available from Cisco IOS® version
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
11.2(11)P
onwards.
CBAC examines not only network layer and transport layer information, but also
examines the application-layer protocol information (such as FTP information) to learn
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about the state of TCP and UDP connections. CBAC works by maintaining connection
state information for individual connections. The state information is used to make
intelligent decisions about whether packets should be permitted or denied, and
dynamically modifying the access lists at the firewall interfaces, thereby creating
temporary openings in the firewall [Ref.16]. The examining of the IP traffic information
is done using the ip inpect name command.
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CBAC can also be configured to block java applets from unknown or untrusted sites to
protect attacks against malicious commands and viruses. Another advantage of CBAC is
that it can be used to combat denial-of-service attack. This is done by setting thresholds
on the total number of existing half-open sessions and the rate of session establishment
attempts. When using CBAC , reflexive access list should not be used.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The following example shows the configurations of CBAC to filter the inbound Ftp and
Smtp traffic on the outside interface of a router:
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First, we define the inbound access list and apply it to the external interface s0. ICMP is
not inspected by CBAC and in order to control the type of ICMP traffic at the interface, a
limited set of ICMP traffic can be permitted by using static access list entries.

RouterE(config)# ip acess-list extended 101
RouterE(config-ext-nacl)# permit icmp any any echo-reply
RouterE(config-ext-nacl)# permit icmp any any unreachable
RouterE(config-ext-nacl)# permit icmp any any ttl-exceeded
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94
998D
RouterE(config-ext-nacl)#
deny
ip any
anyFDB5
log DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
RouterE(config-ext-nacl)# exit
RouterE(config)# int s0
RouterE(config-if)# ip access-group 101 in
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RouterE(config-if)# exit
Next, we create the CBAC inspection ruleset. The ruleset specify what IP traffic will be
inspected by CBAC on the interface. The audit-trail option controls whether use of that
protocol causes a log message to be generated.
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RouterE(config)# ip inspect name outgoing ftp audit-trail on
RouterE(config)# ip inspect name outgoing smtp audit-trail on
Lastly, we apply the ruleset to S0.
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RouterE(config)# int s0
Key fingerprint = AF19
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RouterE(config-ifl)# exit
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Based on the state information obtained through inspection, CBAC creates a temporary
access list entry which is inserted at the beginning of the external interface's inbound
extended access list 101. This temporary access list entry is designed to permit inbound
packets that are part of the same connection as the outbound packet that was inspected.
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Combating “Code Red” worm using Network-based Application Recognition
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The “Code Red” worm is a self-replicating malicious code that exploits a known
vulnerability in Microsoft IIS servers Version 4 and 5. The worm would send a HTTP
GET request to a host that would overflow a buffer in Microsoft's Index Server, a part of
IIS. This buffer overflow allowed the worm to execute arbitrary code. Code Red would
install a copy of itself into memory on the infected computer, and attempt to infect
additional hosts. For more information on Code Red, please refer to Ref. 17.
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A patch is available from Microsoft, which protects vulnerable system and removes the
worm from infected system. However, applying the patch to the servers only prevents the
worm from infecting the servers, it does not stop the HTTP GET requests from hitting the
servers. There is still the possibility that the server got overwhelmed with a flood of
infection attempts.
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In accordance with the defense in depth principle, the router can be used in conjunction
with the Microsoft’s patch by blocking the HTTP GET request at the network ingress
point. To prevent infected clients from spreading the code red worm, egress filtering can
also be performed at the router.
Network-based Application Recognition (NBAR) together with access list can be used to
Key fingerprint
block
the “Code
= AF19
Red”FA27
worm
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at 998D
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FDB5 DE3D
ingress
F8B5point
06E4[Ref.18].
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NBAR is a
®
classification engine in Cisco IOS software that can recognize a wide variety of
applications, including Web-based applications and client/server applications that
dynamically assign Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or UDP port numbers. Once the
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application is recognized, appropriate quality-of-service (QoS) policies can be applied to
the traffic classes.
The following example shows the sample configuration for blocking “Code Red” at the
network ingress point:

Internal
network

S0
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External
network
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Web Servers
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We begin by classifying inbound Code Red traffic with the class-based marking feature
in IOS. Since Code Red traffic generate a GET request looking for a file with an .ida
extension, we can use it to perform matching:
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RouterF(config)#class-map match-any http-hacks
RouterF(config-cmap)#match protocol http url "*default.ida*"
RouterF(config-cmap)#match protocol http url "*cmd.exe*"
RouterF(config-cmap)#match protocol http url "*root.exe*"
RouterF(config-cmap)#exit
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Next, we mark inbound Code Red traffic with a policy map using a specified DSCP
value. In this example, we use a value of 1.
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RouterF(config)#policy-map mark-inbound-http-hacks
RouterF(config-pmap)#class http-hacks
RouterF(config-pmap)#set ip dscp 1
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Following that, we apply the service policy to the outside interface S0 so that inbound
traffic will be marked.
RouterF(config)#int s0
RouterF(config-if)#service-policy input mark-inbound-http-hacks
Key fingerprint
FA27 2F94
998D
FDB5
F8B5 06E4
Then,
we define=anAF19
access-list
that will
block
any DE3D
traffic marked
withA169
a dscp4E46
value of 1.
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RouterF(config)#access-list 101 deny ip any any dscp 1 log
RouterF(config)#access-list 101 permit ip any any
Finally, the access list is applied outbound on the internal interface E0 where the web
servers are located.
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RouterF(config)#int e0
RouterF(config-if)#ip access-group 101 out

ins

There are some limitations when using NBAR to block Code red attacks. Firstly, NBAR
only recognizes the Code Red v1 and Code Red v2 URL request but not the Code-Red II
URL request because Code-Red II spreads the GET request over multiple packets and
Key fingerprint
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A169
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Performing router integrity checking
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Given all the security features available in the Cisco IOS®, if the integrity of the router’s
configurations and IOS cannot be ensured, the features deployed will be futile. One
solution is to build a simple tripwire-like system [Ref.19], to check the integrity of both
the IOS running on the router and the latter’s configurations. The solution is outlined as
follow:
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1) First, we need to obtain the baseline configurations (both running-config and startupconfig) of the router and store it along with the image of the running IOS in a safe
trusted central repository. The central repository could be some software version
control tools like clearcase or CVS.
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2) Next, we obtain the current configurations/IOS images of the router by tftp .
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3) Following which, we can differ the configurations/IOS images using clearcase or
CVS.
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Step 2 and 3 should be performed periodically, to ensure that the router’s configurations
and IOS are not altered. However, there is one limitation with the solution outlined. The
configurations are transfer in clear text over the network. To overcome this, IPSec could
be used to encrypt the traffic.
Conclusion

In this paper, we have covered additional steps and features available in the Cisco IOS®
that can be used to secure a network. The features discussed here are by no means an end
®
Keyallfingerprint
to
the features
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available
FA27
on2F94
the Cisco
998D IOS
FDB5
, interested
DE3D F8B5
readers
06E4are
A169
encouraged
4E46 to find
out other features from Cisco Connection Online.
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By applying the security steps and features mentioned in this paper to secure the network,
along with those in Degner’s paper [Ref.1], the reader should be able to better secure the
network. Even though, the configurations given here are for Cisco routers only, the reader
could still apply some of the techniques on non-Cisco routers. For example, neighbor
router authentication and route filtering.
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